Memoris Red Eclipse:
Pink dawn rising – on the Moon
The most prestigious version of Memoris is back – Red Eclipse. Now boasting a rose gold case and fully
hand-engraved, with a lunar eclipse theme, this new interpretation wonderfully offsets the dominant
blue of the astral micro-painting that adorns the dial.

The new version of Memoris has the same distinctive characteristic as the earlier models: making the
chronograph the primary function of the timepiece, instead of just a complication. After three years
of developments, Ateliers Louis Moinet went about things just as the inventor of the chronograph did
in his day: taking a completely different approach to watchmaking, rather than attempting merely to
improve on an existing model. Indeed, that’s how Mr Louis Moinet himself invented the chronograph
and was the first to incorporate the use of high frequencies – just one of his many remarkable
achievements.
Memoris shifts the whole of the chronograph function to the dial, structuring it around three guiding
principles: locating the chronograph centre stage; giving it a traditional clutch column wheel; and
adding a monopusher – just like Mr Louis Moinet’s very own Compteur de Tierces, the first
chronograph in History (1816).
The chronograph’s action can be admired in its entirety by activating the pusher. The column wheel
orchestrates the graceful ballet of the mechanism of steel and gears, passing information to the hands.
The chronograph reigns in splendid isolation on the dial, leaving the beholder in no doubt that it is
neither a skeleton nor an additional component: the all-new movement has been designed for and
around the chronograph. To complete the picture, Louis Moinet has opted to locate the traditional
workings of the automatic mechanism on the back of the movement, beneath the plate. Its oscillating
weight is decorated with a red moon in gold-leaf enamel.
The inner workings of Memoris
 The caliber on Memoris is the LM54. Beating at a rhythm of 28,800 vibrations per hour (4Hz), it
boasts 302 components – and a 48-hour power reserve. Over sixty parts have been designed and
manufactured to allow the chronograph to be presented atop a dedicated movement plate,
separating it from the automatic movement beneath.
 “Energie Plus” is an ingenious, automatic pawl winding system featuring an elegant spring with a
‘crab claw’ design. And to complete the assembly, a miniature ceramic ball bearing is mounted on
the dual-material rotor. The advantage of “Energie Plus” is that it allows the piece to be wound up
in both directions, with a minimum of excess travel. This optimizes each movement of the rotor,
recovering its energy, and winding the movement more effectively.

On the dial, Memoris’ starry base consists of a brass plate coated in a translucent blue. The stars have
been created using an entirely new fixed graver process. Devised by one of Louis Moinet’s craftsmen,
it involves attaching a specially-made lathe to a traditional rose engine (also known as a guillocheuse).
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The idea is to combine the power of the rose engine with the precision of a handheld graver. The result
differs from that produced by milling or stamping: while it resembles the effect traditionally associated
with a guillocheuse inasmuch as material is removed, here this is focused on a tiny area with varying
levels of depth – two characteristics that traditional engine turning seeks to avoid at all costs.
What is more, individual stars are all fashioned to feature different angles and depths, so that each
and every one captures as much light as possible. Several fixed graver sessions are required per star.
The process used is unprecedented in watchmaking – and the outstanding result gives the novel
impression of stars that really are shining.
The rose gold case is also fully hand-engraved, and decorated with jewels at the end of the lugs. The
time is displayed on a dark blue grand feu enamel dial.
The rose gold “Red Eclipse” Memoris comes in a limited edition of 12 pieces.

***

About Louis Moinet
Ateliers Louis Moinet was founded in Saint-Blaise, Neuchâtel, in 2004. The fully-independent firm was established to honour
the memory of Louis Moinet (1768-1853): master watchmaker, inventor of the chronograph in 1816 (certified by Guinness
World RecordsTM), and pioneer in the use of very high frequencies (216,000 vibrations per hour). Louis Moinet was a
watchmaker, scholar, painter, sculptor, and teacher at the School of Fine Arts – as well as the author of Traité d’Horlogerie, a
watchmaking treatise published in 1848 that remained a definitive work of reference for almost a century. Today, Ateliers
Louis Moinet is perpetuating this legacy. The firm’s timepieces, produced in limited editions only, have won some of the most
coveted honours, including a Red Dot Design Award (Best of the Best category), gold and bronze medals in the Chronometry
Competition, a Robb Report “Best of the Best” award, a “Chronograph of the year” distinction from Begin magazine, Japan,
and a recent UNESCO Award of Merit. Louis Moinet creations often make use of unusual materials, such as fossils and
meteorites, combined with bespoke fine watchmaking complications in a unique creative approach. The brand’s core values
are creativity, exclusivity, art and design.
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